INDUSTRY PARTNER PROGRAM (IPP)

ACTIONS FOR BECOMING A MEMBER

1. **MEMBER**: Request any of the following CDE staff for a copy of the standard IPP agreement:
   - Dr. Deepak Divan, Director CDE (ddivan@gatech.edu)
   - Mr. Suresh Sharma, Entrepreneur-In-Residence (suresh1.sharma@gatech.edu)
   - Ms. Yunkyung Chang-Hoffman, Program and Operations Manager (ych6@gatech.edu)

2. **MEMBER**: Return the above-mentioned signed agreement to CDE at following address:
   - Address: Director, Center for Distributed Energy, 778 Atlantic Drive (Ste. 119) Atlanta GA 30332
   - You may wish to send a softcopy through email as well if possible (ddivan@gatech.edu)

3. **CDE** (Center for Distributed Energy): Complete following 3 documents and send them to industry box (industryproposals.@gtrc.gatech.edu) for kind attention of Amelia Parr.
   - Agreement (duly signed by the industry member)
   - Budget
   - Routing Sheet

4. **GTRC** (Georgia Tech Research Corporation)
   - Signs the agreement
   - Creates an invoice, and
   - Send both documents to the member

5. **MEMBER**: Sends the membership payment to GTRC, and upon receipt benefits start accruing.

For any further info, please contact any of the following:
Dr. Deepak Divan T: 404-385-4036
Mr. Suresh Sharma T: 404-385-5387
Ms. Yunkyung Chang-Hoffman T: 404-385-5282
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